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Summary
--------TD-10161
Oracle router error 404: standard SQL error handler uses the
mapped error.sql error code instead of the real back-end error
TD-15322
SetTipText method doesn't allow hWnd as parameter but only as an
sText
TD-16814
TOM would not work against SQLSERVER 2008 as MS no longer
supports sp_helpgroup
TD-17724
Unable to associate a Tab Control to a Tab Page within another
Tab Control from the Outline
TD-18106
NAVIGATION BAR & DESIGN-TIME Issue: CRASH in design-time when
clicking Dlg. Box Layout with adding nav. bar and adding any control as a Pane
Child
TD-18157
"GRID and VisTblSetRowColorEx() -- when this Vis function is
called, then later a selection of the GRID row causes the cells' text to be
unreadable"
TD-18159
RIBBON BAR Enabled When/Checked When: Bool. being evaluated
10-20 times a second even when form RB is hidden or form is minimized
TD-18264
"NAVIGATION BAR: If you delete a pane, then recreate it, you are
no longer able to associate another control to it"
TD-18288
Unable to compile any .NET app : internal error on temp
directory \.baml\.xaml
TD-18356
"SalTblCreateColumnFromClass( ) ignores the value for
""Visible"" property"
TD-18380
Loading Resource Icons into a Tree Control causes loss of
resolution
TD-18381
"Grid Control won't size correctly when ""Summarized Bar
Enabled"" is set to TRUE"
TD-18382
"SalTblCreateColumnFromClass( ) ignores ""Format"" property"
TD-18383
"Pressing the ""Delete"" and ""Backspace"" keys several times
within an empty cell and then pressing the ""Tab"" key will cause that the
ROW_Edited flag gets set"
TD-18698
A grid combo box that is hidden still shows its column list
TD-18704
Row_edit flag inconsistency with Grid and Table
TD-18858
Grid data value mixed up when using SalTblSetColumnPos()
TD-18937
Add functionality to add and retrieve headers from DBPipe to
allow it to work in a WebSeal environment
TD-18999
Method Not Found: Unify.TD.Runtime.Flat.Sql.RollbackSession( )
TD-19771
WPF - Tool bar position property not working correctly
TD-19795
"In IDE menu Tools | Preferences, changing ""Default Applicaton
File Extension"" has no effect"
TD-19823
Background colors of datafields are not picking up the
background color per theme
TD-19898
SalGridPrintPreview makes column titles overlap if the title is
spread over two lines
TD-20148
Grid column agregate Label not ajusted / aligned when grouping
TD-20197
Improve XMLLIB.APL so it compiles in .Net
TD-20203
"Layout mode: modifying the width/height of a picture control
using the mouse, moves its X,Y position"
TD-20205
ONLINE DOC does not mention COM out or in process cannot use any
UI (MODAL DLG etc...)
TD-20207
VisTblFindNumber function call does not work with .NET compiler
option
TD-20213
The title bar on an inactive MDI window displays actively with
Windows 7 and Windows Classic theme
TD-20215
SalFmtFormatNumber produces invalid character if German regional
setting is on and second parameter is a function
TD-20236
Multiline Text Box Background Color Not Set Proper
TD-20246
SalNavSetPaneIcon does not work when PIC_FormatIcon is set as
format
TD-20257
"VisWinShow( ghWnd, SHOW_Hidden ) Does Not Hide Window"
TD-20282
SalTabAddPageNoSelect makes the application hang if the grid on
the page added hasn't got the summary bar enabled
TD-20286
"""Error encountered assembling"" a TD .NET Web Service"
TD-20294
Grid/TableWindow Check Box Column Does Not Work Properly Under
NET Option
TD-20301
Strange Behaviour of Frames with Borders
TD-20341
Cannot Compile Imported .NET Explorer Libraries
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TD-20342
SalDisableApp / SalEnableApp in MDI blocks marking text in
textfields with mouse
TD-20357
Date Picker not taking any keyboard in input
TD-20358
TD 6.2 crashes when you delete a Data field that is associated
to a Nav Bar Pane.
TD-20363
SalTreeMoveUpItem & SalTreeGetSelectedItem not working properly
TD-20365
SalContextMenuSetPopup takes wrong position when dual monitor is
used
TD-20403
"When SqlPLSQLCommand is used to populate a sorted dropdown
list, many empty rows are displayed"
TD-20432
Grid returns 'I am not a container object' when trying to List
container object
TD-20448
Using Resource for Bitmaps
TD-20451
Deleting Rows in Grid-Control
TD-20452
Hiding Rows in Grid Control
TD-20453
Grid CellType: Radio Button
TD-20458
Grid shows incorrect Group Headers
TD-20463
Grid CellType: Progress
TD-20465
Next windows menu option does not work but the hot key ctrl + F6
works
TD-20469
Grid CellType: DateTime
TD-20470
Grid CellType: Duration
TD-20472
ODBC router retries login if the authentication fails
TD-20475
Grid and Table Windows do not inherit menu from class in .NET
TD-20476
Dialog tool bar position.
TD-20478
Forms on a dialog box created by function call SalCreateWindowEx
and hidden by SalHideWindow causes painting issue
TD-20480
It is not possible to disable the context menu of a dock context
window
TD-20482
Problem with SalDlgSaveFile() function
TD-20484
SalReportCmd() does not work .NET WPF
TD-20489
Grid coloring issue
TD-20490
SalStatusSetText() problem (WPF only)
TD-20491
Team Developer 6.2 Certification with Sybase 15.7
TD-20494
SalFileOpen behaviour has changed
TD-20503
Child table column titles are changed with VisTblSetRowColorEx
and VisTblSetCellColor functions
TD-20512
Cannot access inherited fields in class from a web service
TD-20541
Opening and displaying a bitmap in a picture control does not
work in .NET
TD-20543
Problem with the background text position in the form
TD-20554
Problem with Menu Keyboard Accelerator .NET
TD-20567
Problem with Resizing of Form-Windows that are created as
Child-Windows.
TD-20575
Application freezes with Named Toolbars
TD-20591
Custom WPF control developed in .NET 4.0 frame work doesn't work
with TD 6.2 WPF 4.0 compiler
TD-20592
Variable and object evaluation is partially working for .NET
applications
TD-20600
The state of the current (selected) pane of the navigation will
not be saved
TD-20611
SqlCreateSession() login issue when passing wrong credentials
initially
TD-20624
Sending some SAM-Messages to column in grid doesn't work on
Win32
TD-20628
Row validation fails on Grids
TD-20629
Validation of column fails on Grids
TD-20632
Incorrect order of fired messages
TD-20652
Add Transparent background attribute for Push Buttons and Option
Buttons
TD-20663
Oracle SQL error is different in TD6.2 and 4.2
TD-20674
List box displays unwanted space in the string which creates a
horizontal scroll
TD-20689
Tabbing in grid cells makes TD crash
TD-20702
The icons do not get compiled with the exe when specified in a
named toolbar
TD-20714
Error: Instance added to method's calling on .NET WPF
TD-20715
SqlSessionErrorInfo & SqlStatementErrorInfo Bug in .NET
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TD-20717
Closing a modeless dialog with a tab bar control crashes TD
TD-20720
"Heap corruption (read access violation ) with MDI, TABBAR and
DLG with progress bar"
TD-20721
OLEDB.NET - Oracle Stored Procedure call mistake
TD-20732
VT cMeter or native progress bar UI might be unresponsive
TD-20737
CLONE - Tabbing in grid cells makes TD crash
TD-20762
"TD's NativeXP theme does not show separators between tab pages
on tab control when using ""Standard"" style"
TD-20766
"When there are two dialogs with toolbar attached to a separate
tab bar, clicking on any object on a dialog causes a crash"
TD-20782
WS: Enable to add optional header to SOAP envelope
TD-20794
Document new SAM_FrameSize Message and transparent entry in
Background color
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